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ABOUT THIS BOOK: THIS IS THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO GETTING LAID IN 

HONG KONG FOR WESTERN ASIAN MEN.  

Most get laid guides and advice is catered to White Males. Never has anyone written a 

guide specifically for the Asian Male population. That is; till now. Whether you’re a 

Western born Asian from the USA, Canada, Britain and Australia, this guide has been 

written specifically for the Western Asian male to travel and mate with local Hong Kong 

girls. Being an Asian American male myself, the primary goal of this guide is to help my 

fellow Asian brethren to get pussy, offer tips and advice on travel in Hong Kong. With 

that being said, enjoy the book! 

 

Foreword: This guide was written strictly on my experiences that I had while I was in 

Hong Kong for a week (6 night’s total) during the winter of 2012. Nothing here is made 

up; everything is 100% truth from my experiences, encounters, and research I conducted 

prior and during my trip in Hong Kong. 

 

Legal disclaimer and Copyright notice. 

The information, stories and articles contained in this book are the opinions of the 

individual author, based on his personal observations and experience. Neither the author 

nor publisher assume any liability whatsoever for the use of or inability to use any 

information contained in this publication. You may not use the contents of this 

publication in any way which is unlawful, illegal, fraudulent or harmful, or in connection 

with any unlawful, illegal, fraudulent or harmful purpose or activity. Any references to 

illegal or mischief activities are informational and not meant to be taken as advice. 

 

This publication is only to be used for personal entertainment and informational 

purposes. 

 

In order to maintain their anonymity the author has changed the names of individuals; the 

author also may have changed some identifying characteristics and details. The author of 

this publication does not share personal information with third–parties nor will the author 

share personal information on anyone mentioned in this publication. 
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The author will not be liable for any losses, injuries, or damages from the display or use 

of this information. If you won’t accept these conditions, please stop reading now.  

 

All rights reserved worldwide. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, 

or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other 

electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the author, 

except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other 

noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. 
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Introduction 

Why come to Hong Kong? 

 

 

I can sit here and think of a million reasons on why you should come to Hong 

Kong. I can say come for the food, for the history, the attractions, the shopping, etc. 

Those are excellent reasons to visit Hong Kong but come on seriously, what is the real 

reason why a young Asian man would want to visit Hong Kong all by himself? The 

answer is not rocket science; it’s because of the girls.  

Asian girls are always one of the most sexually attractive type females out there, 

and the girls in Hong Kong are second to none. A 100% born and bred Hong Kong 

Chinese girl is petite, with light and smooth skin, long straight black hair, pretty little 

face, with nice lips, and most importantly, a tight wet pussy. I would have to challenge 

one’s manhood if he were to say he wasn’t interesting in fucking one of these girls from 

Hong Kong. Besides Hong Kong Chinese girls, the city is filled with women from other 

parts of Asia such as the Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, Korea, Western Asian expats 

from the USA, UK, Australia, and Canada. There are also White and even Black women.  

A western Asian male would own the pussy in Hong Kong if he played the game 

right. He would be the hottest commodity in the sex market when compared to the locals 

and any other ethnicities in Hong Kong. This is a big difference from the Western World 

where Asian men have to deal with social and stereotypical issues in the dating scene.  

Hong Kong is a Western Asian’s escape to paradise. With that being said, I’ll like to 

welcome you to Get Laid in Hong Kong, THE ONLY Travel and Sex Guide for the 

Western Asian Male. This is the first book of its kind for the Asian man and history 

in the making.  
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Part One 

 

How to meet Hong Kong Girls 
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Chapter 1 

Online Pipelining  

Part One 

 

 

Whether you’re in town for a week’s vacation or staying a few months for work, 

Hong Kong is the place to be if you are a Western Asian male and looking to get laid. 

There are many options in Hong Kong varying from beautiful light skinned pure Hong 

Kong Cantonese girls, Filipino and Indonesian girls (domestic helpers), Chinese 

mainlanders, Western Asians expats, Western White women and even Black women. As 

an Asian male born and raised in the western world, you have an elevated status amongst 

the local Hong Kong guys and even other non-Asian westerners. If you are an ABC 

(American born Chinese), CBC (Canadian born Chinese), BBC (British born Chinese) 

then you will receive rock star status with the girls in Hong Kong. (Unless you’re 

incredibly hideous or boring as a rock). 

Before I ventured out to Hong Kong, I was under the impression that the local 

girls there were conservative and getting laid was going to be a challenge. Eventually I 

found out through firsthand field experience and through my extensive research that there 

are two types of girls in Hong Kong. The first type is the conservative girl. This is the girl 

who doesn’t enjoy or have casual sex. She has sex only if she’s in a relationship with her 

boyfriend. The second kind of girl is the type that has nothing but casual sex. There are 

hardly any girls in between. The 100% born and bred Hong Kong girl that I hooked up 

with while I was there (let’s call her Hong Kong girl One – named changed for privacy 

reasons) had slept with over 40 guys. Many of those guys were casual sex.  

Her friend who is also 100% Hong Kong Chinese, was even wilder than she was 

sleeping with over 80 guys!!….and both these girls were still in their mid twenties!! A 

few more of her friends were quite wild when it came to sleeping around also.  So there 

are conservative girls (to game for long-term) or the easy girls for a quick fuck….and of 
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course there are the prostitutes if you’re interested in paying for sex and don’t want to put 

in the work. 
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The 3 Main Ways to getting ass in Hong Kong 

 

 

There are 3 main ways that I know of to get ass in Hong Kong.  

 

The first is the online pipelining game. Pipelining is the process of using dating websites 

that are popular in a certain city or country to email and message local girls to get phone 

numbers and set up dates before you get there. 

 

Second is the clubbing and bar night scene in Lan Kwai Fong and the infamous Sunday 

“The Domestic helper’s day off.” 

 

Third is paying for sex. Prostitution in Hong Kong’s notorious prostitution districts such 

as Wan Chai, Portland street in Causeway bay, the self employed freelance prostitute one 

woman brothels scattered throughout Hong Kong and last, making deals with domestic 

helpers.  

(Note: Prostitution is legal in Hong Kong with a few exceptions. More on this in Chapter 

4). 
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1. Online Pipelining 

 

For my short week in Hong Kong I utilized pipelining which in turn got me the multiple 

lays I had while there. As mentioned, pipelining is the using of various dating websites in 

a certain city to set up a single’s profile, send emails and messages, and to put up dating 

ads. Pipelining was extremely useful for me to size up the attitude and responses of the 

girls in Hong Kong. Hong Kong girls are interested, curious, and want to get acquainted 

with Asian men from the Western world.  

To the girls in Hong Kong, it is considered a step up in status and quality to date a 

Western Asian male because in their minds, Asian guys coming from the USA, Canada, 

United Kingdom and Australia symbolizes wealth and status amongst themselves and 

their peers. There is a certain stigma and mystique that Western Asian men have in the 

eyes of local Hong Kong girls. They will see you with higher value as compared to local 

Hong Kong Chinese guys. If you’re an Asian guy who is an ABC (American Born 

Chinese) that can speak and understand Cantonese (the Chinese dialect spoken in Hong 

Kong), your value will be even higher amongst your regular Western Asian counterparts 

who don’t speak Cantonese. Nonetheless, whether you speak Cantonese or not, most 

Hong Kong girls under the age of 40 will speak and read fluent or conversational English 

since Hong Kong was a former colony of the United Kingdom and English was and still 

is a mandatory second language taught in schools today.  

So just being an Asian from the Western world, you’re instantly elevated in status and in 

the dating and mating world of Hong Kong because in you, the local girls will see a 

Western male but yet still Asian (which is more accepted in their society and social circle 

than other races). Girls would actively seek you out or talk to you once they know you 

are an ABC, CBC, ABC, BBC or some kind of Western Asian. You will be the most 

desired type of guy in Hong Kong whether it is for sex, relationships, and even marriage 

with the local girls.   

Knowing this, you must incorporate and stress the fact that you’re a Western born and 

bred Asian male when reaching out to girls through email or messaging them on the 

various dating sites that I’m about to mention later in this chapter. It’s a tactic to employ 

that would get you on the top of the food chain. This would put you ahead of the 

competition, get you desired and sought after which would eventually lead to dates, sex, 

and a lot of fun. 
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Popular Hong Kong Dating sites. 

 

1.   Meetup 

Meetup is an international site used for dating, activities, sports, networking, and making 

new friends. 

 

The Dating groups to join in Hong Kong:   

 

http://www.meetup.com/Gokon-for-Singles-in-Hong-Kong/ 

 

http://www.meetup.com/SINGLE-CLUB/ 

 

- Both of these groups are specifically created for single men and women in Hong Kong 

who are looking to meet a single of the opposite sex. The group is meant to have actual 

social meetup events once or a few times a month. These events provide opportunities 

where young single people in Hong Kong can go and meet new people and possibly find 

that special someone. Since I was in Hong Kong for a limited time and there was not an 

actual physical meetup event or party scheduled on the dates I was there, I decided to use 

both these website groups as a buffet line for a source of potential prospects that I could 

contact individually by email. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.meetup.com/Gokon-for-Singles-in-Hong-Kong/
http://www.meetup.com/SINGLE-CLUB/
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The Breakdown of both groups: 

 

Gokon Singles in Hong Kong: The girls on Gokon for Singles in Hong Kong group are 

mostly young, good-looking, speak, and write pretty fluent English for the most part. The 

majority of the girls here are in their twenties, with few in their thirties and one or 

two occasional old turkeys in their forties. Currently as I’m writing this, there are 1622 

members in the group with a female to male ratio of 60% to 40%. To sum it all up, there 

is close to 900 Hong Kong girls to contact on this group whom are all single and seeking 

a romantic/sexual partner of some sort because they have joined this group!   

The vast majority are Hong Kong Chinese born local girls, with some Western Chinese 

and Asians from the USA, Australia, Canada and UK and a few White girls here and 

there. Most of the local girls are college educated; single professionals employed in 

respectable industries such as finance, clerical, accounting, travel/tourism, medical, etc. 

The Western Asian girls on the group are working abroad in Hong Kong with 

international companies or expats working English teaching jobs. The males on this 

group are practically all HK local Chinese and Asians in general. There are very 

few White or other ethnicities on this group so that is good news for Western Asian men 

who are all too familiar with having to compete with men of other ethnicities to try to get 

their own Asian women like they have to do back at home in the Western world. This 

group can be best described as a buffet line for the Western Asian male’s dating life if 

used effectively. 

 

Single Club Hong Kong: This group is even larger than the Gokon for Singles in Hong 

Kong. Currently as I’m writing, there are 2,716 members in the group. The female to 

male ratio is well balanced with slightly more females. I estimate the amount of available 

single females to contact at over a 1,400 which should be great news for all you horny 

males in Hong Kong looking to get your dick wet. The majority of the members are local 

Hong Kong Chinese, with a good few Western Asian expats, and several non Asians to 

choose from. The girls in this group are mainly in their 20’s and 30’s with a few older 

ones trying to get a young dick. There majority of males are local Hong Kong Chinese 

and Asian. There are very few non Asian men in this group as well. 
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The Benefits:  

As a western Chinese/Asian you have a huge advantage in this group, much more so then 

the local HK guys and I will explain why. Most of the girls in HK love Western Born 

Asians. Since they were born and raised in HK, they don’t worship White men the way 

“white washed” Asian women do in the western world. To HK girls, the Western Asian 

represents the best of both worlds. You’re a westerner with western thinking but yet still 

Chinese/Asian in heritage and Asian in appearance. She will not be out casted in public 

walking around and being seen with a foreigner and would not catch heat from family 

and friends for going out with a Gwai-lo (Chinese word for White Man). She won’t be 

ridiculed for producing half white and yellow babies and she doesn’t have to worry about 

the stress and judgment of not being socially accepted by her peers and fellow kinsman 

for dating interracially.  

You are an ABC or a Western Asian and you will have rock star status with her not only 

as a sexual and dating material but also a step up socially. She can parade you around 

town and show you off to the public and her friends which means for you, my fellow 

Western Asian brother, is a win-win situation and a shortcut and sure way to get her 

panties off and into her wet pussy. 

 

 

How to Join:   

 

1. Click the links or copy and paste into your browser (actual web address) 

http://www.meetup.com/Gokon-for-Singles-in-Hong-Kong/ 

AND 

http://www.meetup.com/SINGLE-CLUB/ 

 

- It will take you to the home page of whichever link you clicked. 

http://www.meetup.com/Gokon-for-Singles-in-Hong-Kong/
http://www.meetup.com/SINGLE-CLUB/
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2. Now click on the Red Join Us tab on the lower left 

3. Enter your name, email address, and pick a password 

4. Answer a few questions on why you want to join the group 

5. The group organizer will review your request to join the group. Approval should take a 

few hours or up to a day or two. 

6. Volla! You’re in! Now let the HK girl pussy hunt begin! 

 

 

 

An Online Dating Profile that gets you LAID 

 

 

I can’t stress on how important it is to create an online profile that conveys that 

you’re an interesting, exciting, fun, and romantic person. This can be achieved through 

the type of photos you upload and the description you leave about yourself in your 

profile. In the world of online dating and all the potential competition you will face, it is 

imperative that you stand out amongst the other men in order to have success with online 

dating and sex. Remember with online dating sites and profiles you have to get noticed 

by the girl before she answers you. Only after you get her to notice you, can you get her 

even more invested by writing back to you, agree to a date, and from a date to seduction 

by running game that leads to sex.    
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How to create an interesting profile that gets you laid: 

 

Now that you are an official member of the group it doesn’t mean that the girls will 

suddenly start emailing and messaging you. The easy part was joining the group and now 

this is the preparation part. The hard part (contacting girls on the group) is yet to come. 

Before you cook a good meal you have to do the preparation part like washing the 

vegetables and prepping and salting the meat right? Same goes for online dating profiles. 

You need to set up an interesting profile that conveys value, romance, and excitement 

which in turn will set the interest and attraction in every girl you message later. The 

whole point is you need to prepare your profile to look interesting, fun and exciting for 

any girl to take interest in you because if not, you will be no different than all the other 

pencil dicks out there. You need to stand out from your competition and I will show you 

how to do it. 

 

 

Uploading Profile Pictures that gets the attention of the Ladies 

 

You absolutely MUST upload a good selection of pictures of yourself that convey value, 

your good looks, and your adventurous and fun side. It is extremely important you make 

yourself an interesting man with value by using a good profile photo and by effectively 

describing yourself in words as well. (This will be covered later in the chapter). Just think 

of as when you meet someone in person for the first time. You judge their appearance 

and make a decision if you’re attracted to this person or not based on their looks and 

style. For online dating, the MAIN profile photo is the first impression.  

Second impression in a real life scenario comes after the first impression, when you start 

getting to know the person and their personality and characteristics. For online dating, 

this is the part where you describe yourself in words and adjectives. These 2 parts are 

VERY IMPORTANT when it comes to online dating. That’s why it’s imperative you 

present yourself with your best picture and description of yourself at this point. 
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The Main Public Profile Picture 

 

For dating sites, the Main Public Profile picture is your MAIN photo and is the first photo 

seen in your messages that you will send to girls. There are other photos that you can 

upload but understand your profile photo is the one the girls will see FIRST. Understand 

that this is the first impression. Similar to when you meet a person for the first time or for 

the first date, this is the part where girls will make their judgments, see if they like the 

guy, and or if they are attracted to your overall appearance and the way you carry 

yourself. For online dating, your profile photo is your first impression to the girl you 

want to date and meet. If girls don’t like your main profile picture (first impression) they 

will either say they’re not interested, get flakey or worst; ignore you and delete your 

message. Do you see how important the public profile photo is? This part is vital and you 

need to ace it. No exceptions. 

 

Rules to a good Main Public Profile Photo. 

 

1. It has to be a clear photo of yourself, showing your full face clearly. 

2. This has to be your best photo you have to offer 

3. Good lighting, good facial shot, dress well and look presentable. 

4. If you’re not that good looking and not confident to show just your face, then the key is 

to still have a good facial shot but with an interesting background. Ex: A nice city view, 

beach, dim romantic background, etc.  

If you have a nice fit and muscular body to compensate for your lack of good looks then 

by all means takes a well angled shot of your face and body. Please have a shirt on. You 

can reveal your sexy chest a little but NO topless pictures for the main profile picture! If 

you’re good looking with a nice body still stick to the previous steps. Your face is you 

main marketing ally.  

5. You must smile! This is very important. 
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 Whatever smile works for you. If you show teeth, then make sure you have nice 

teeth and it is brushed clean. A nice handsome photo of yourself WITH a nice 

smile will work wonders. Trust me on this. I didn’t like to smile in my photos 

before and just tried to look cool or bad boy like whenever I posed for a picture. 

Guess what? I barely got any attention or responses. NEVER NOT smile on your 

Main Profile picture. You MUST smile. Your smile must be genuine and not half 

ass either or girls can see through it. It needs to show that you smile and love 

yourself and love life.  

 As soon as I starting smiling on my public profile photos I started seeing positive 

results. Girls responded to my messages and even compliment me on how 

handsome I was and what a nice smile I had. Why do girls like guys that smile? It 

portrays that you’re confident, happy, have a good sense of humor, 

personality, and a positive light that makes you interesting and fun to be around. 

You will look more handsome and girls will certainly be attracted to you. Ask 

yourself this. Are attractive girls prettier when they smile or don’t smile? Would 

you approach a girl that smile at you or a girl that gives you the cold, blank or 

even death stare? 

 

 

Below are a few examples of good Profile Pictures that can be used for a meetup account. 
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Now let’s analyze these examples and see what makes them a good Main public profile 

photo. 

 

First photo: (starting from left) He is good looking so he utilized a clear picture of his 

strongest point and ally; His face. He also has a cool looking smile that works for him. 

This is sex appeal at its finest. 

 

Second photo: This guy is not as handsome but the way he presents himself portrays 

confidence, good nature, and sense of style. See how although he isn’t that handsome but 

still shows his full face but in a cool angle? See how he has a smile that makes him look 

10 times better, confident and happier? See how he is dressed to impress with a sense of 

style that elevates him and makes him look more interesting? It is a win-win situation. 

Just because you’re not attractive doesn’t mean you can’t get attention with your main 

public photo.  

 

Third photo: He is quite good looking but he decided to show some skin as well. See 

how he showed skin without being topless or revealing too much? He doesn’t look like a 

gigolo with that picture. He looks sexy, confident, and shows his body in a respectful and 

non arrogant manner. Most importantly, he has a great smile and used it. 
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Main Public Profile photo DO NOT’S 

 

Here are examples of BAD Profile Pictures 

 

 

First photo: What’s wrong this picture? For one, he is not smiling. While he has the 

potential to be good looking and make himself more interesting, he ends up looking 

depressed like someone shot his dog. How does this profile picture convey any sort of 

attraction or get any female interest when the energy in the photo is depressing and sad. 

Nobody wants to be around someone with sad or negative energy, especially when it 

comes to females, and this photo has that written all over it. 

 

Second Photo: Everything about this picture is wrong. He is not smiling and instead he 

looks angry. He looks scary, unapproachable, and negative. He is not exhibiting any 

positive energy and does not even attempt to try to look appealing or interesting to the 

opposite sex. This photo has no business being on a singles dating website. It belongs 

more in a “if you see this man, call 911″ category. 

 

Third Photo: Now you’re probably wondering why I chose this picture. Well everything 

is wrong with this picture too. There is no doubt that the guy is good looking and looks 

quite cool in that photo. However, the way he poses and portrays himself comes off as 

arrogant, cool, over confident, and conceited. While this picture might work on some 

hood American girls, it surely would not work on the girls in Hong Kong. Trust me on 

this one. Hong Kong girls will get intimidated and judgmental and will rule you out as an 

asshole ABC, player, or jerk even before they see what you have to say. 
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Other Profile Photos to Upload 

 

Now since you uploaded a good, well groomed, handsome, and smiling Main Public 

profile photo of yourself now it’s time to upload the secondary photos for your dating 

profile. The Main profile photo (and your message) is what got the girls to notice you and 

click on your profile page, now the other profile photos is to keep them interested. On the 

Gokon Singles and Single Club in Hong Kong meetup groups, you are allowed to upload 

as many photos as you like. Personally, I uploaded 6 profile photos and I recommend you 

to do the same. My Main profile photo was similar to those above. With the other five 

photos, I strategically chose certain photos that I wanted to use to portray myself as a fun, 

exciting, spontaneous, and romantic single guy. Having good photos of you traveling and 

doing awesome things like participating in extreme sports or cooking immediately raises 

your value and sex appeal in the eyes of women. 

 

 

 

Here are some examples of other profile photos you can use. 

 

1. In a foreign city somewhere. – It can be a snapshot of the night skyline (with you in 

it), or a famous landmark such as the Eiffel tower, Seoul Tower, or the slanted building in 

Italy. Photos should be close up once again showing your face and a little more of your 

body and include the background. 

 Pros: It shows that you are well traveled or at least like to travel. Women love 

men that travel. 
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:  

 

2. Your adventurous side – A picture of you riding a motorcycle, snowboarding, 

skydiving, bunji jumping, water rafting, wrestling a bear, whatever. It has to be picture of 

you that shows that you are man’s man, with hobbies and adventures that displays you 

with an edge for something risky. 

 Pros: Women love things that offer a little risk. It shows you’re not a boring 

movie and dinner kind of guy. She would picture herself participating in these 

adventures with you such as riding on the back of your motorcycle. Men that live 

on the edge or takes risks, are very sexual in nature to women. They get wet 

thinking about what a dangerous bad boy you are. Trust me, I played this card a lot 

and it helps! 
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3. Well Dressed – A picture of you in your best outfit. It can be your suit, leather jacket, 

dress shirt, etc. Pick the outfit that you received the most compliments and looks from 

girls. Do a full or half photo of yourself in your best outfit. Have nice posture and make 

sure to smile. 

 Pros: Girls love guys that dress well. 

 

 

 

4. The Romantic Photo – You at a candlelight dinner with wine, posing by a bridge with 

the city lights on, sunset, etc. 

 Pros: Girls love romance and to be romanced. It shows that you are a romantic 

guy and in turn will be a potential romantic partner material to her. 
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5. The Athletic Photo – Works great for the ones with nice toned, cut and six pack 

bodies. Take a picture of yourself on a sunny beach somewhere, or just you topless but in 

a sexy way. (Topless is okay if it’s not the Main Profile Photo). If you don’t have a toned 

body to show off then just take a picture of yourself doing something athletic. Good 

examples are working out at the gym, practicing martial arts, playing basketball, etc. Just 

make sure it’s a photo where you can show off your physical side. 

 Pros: Girls love guys with muscular and toned bodies. Just like as with men who 

like women with a nice ass, tits, etc. It turns them out more than anything else. If 

you don’t have muscular and toned body, then show off your athletic and physical 

side. Men are born to be physical and these are traits that are appealing sexually to 

women. 

 

  

 

 

Describe yourself: 

 

You will have a public profile when you join the group. It’s no different than any other 

public profiles for dating websites. It is important you make the best of it by describing 

yourself in a way that makes you look fun, interesting, and demonstrating high value. To 

get to your public profile page, log onto your meetup account and click on the My 

groups link on the top right of your screen. You will get a drop down menu; click on the 

Gokon for Singles in Hong Kong or Single Club in Hong Kong option. This will take 

you to the group’s homepage. Once you’re on the homepage, look to the top right (right 

above the what’s new news feed). You will see a My profile drop down menu. Click the 
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first one on the drop down menu which is view profile. (This is your public profile for 

this group only and what other members will see when they click on your profile). 

 

 

Describe yourself steps 

 

Introduction: You can introduce yourself by writing your name and if you’re a Western 

Asian make sure you mention that as well. Remember, being Western Asian gives you 

status and added points amongst the other average Joe’s on the meetup group.  

 

Example 1: My name is (your name) and I’m an Asian American from (put your 

city). Looking forward to meeting new people on this group.  

 

Example 2: My name is (your name) and I’m an Asian raised and educated from 

the West currently in Hong Kong for work. I’m looking forward to learn about Hong 

Kong and its culture and meet some new people in the process.  

 

Example 3: My name is (your name) and I’m a Canadian Born Chinese staying in 

Hong Kong. I am laid back and spontaneous. Dining in nice restaurants, wine, 

photography, reading and outdoor activities are my favorite pastimes. Would like to meet 

someone fun and interesting! 

 

 

The first example is simple and straightforward. Good if you’re only staying in Hong 

Kong for a short period of time. 
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The second example states that you’re currently in Hong Kong for work so now it shows 

that you will be staying for awhile which will give stability to girls thinking that you may 

seek something more long-term and stable. Mentioning that you want to learn about 

Hong Kong and its culture shows appreciation for her culture. This can be used as an 

advantage because now she can always be the one to introduce you to her culture and 

Hong Kong. Last, there’s no need to mention what kind of work you do. Leave it as an 

open question, one to be answered when you are messaging her and she responds.  

 

Example 3 is good if you’re currently residing in Hong Kong. You can even use it if 

you’re staying on a vacation only. The point is just to initially avoid seeming like you’re 

staying only for a short period time. This one shows a bit of your amazing personality 

with key words like fun, spontaneous, and sense of humor. All characteristics that girl’s 

should find interesting and attractive.  

 

Are you single? Yes. (Even if you’re not, still write yes) 

 

Are you a male or female? Male 

 

What is your Chinese Zodiac sign? If you know, write it. If you don’t just write “You 

tell me.” 

 

What is your Western zodiac sign? Aquarius. (Or whatever your sign is) 
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Messaging Girls on Gokons for Singles in Hong Kong and 

Single’s Club in Hong Kong 

 

Congratulations! You’ve finally gotten through the preparation part and now you 

have a high value, fun, interesting, and sex appealing dating profile that is ready to go! 

As I previously mentioned, creating your profile was the easy part and the hard part is yet 

to come. This is the middle stage where you will message the girls on Gokon Singles and 

Single Club in Hong Kong in hopes of getting responses that lead to dates, that in turn, 

will lead to sex. This is the part where you will most likely spend the most time on, as I 

did, all in the preparation and messaging girls before I embarked on my sex 

journey/vacation in Hong Kong. However, now I get to pass on what I learned and my 

experiences to you, my dear reader, through shortcuts I discovered on which was the 

easiest, fastest, and most effective way to get in touch with the girls on this group to 

make dates. 

Now go the home page of Gokon for Singles in Hong Kong. It should look 

something like the screen shot below. 

  

Note: It would be exactly the same process for the Single Club in Hong Kong Group. 
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Now look to the left side of the home page screen. Right beneath the group picture, you 

will see an About us tab with a blue shade. Underneath the about us you will see Friends 

or Members. Click on that and now the screen shot will look like the picture underneath. 

 

 

 

 

You have the option to scroll down looking through the girl’s pictures to see which 

profile catches your eye. Right underneath the name, you will see the date they joined, 

what was the last time they logged onto the site and a little description about themselves. 

When you find a profile that you like, click on her name and it will take you to her profile 

page. It should look like this: 
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Read a little about her if you want (I didn’t, it takes too much time). Now contact her by 

clicking the Send Email link underneath her name (Top left) in the big bold letters. It 

would take you to this page: 

 

 


